A mixed two-stage method for detecting interactions in genomewide association studies.
Genomewide association studies (GWAS) are being conducted to unravel the genetic etiology of complex diseases, in which complex epistasis may play an important role. One-stage method in which interactions are tested using all samples at one time may be computationally problematic, may have low power as the number of markers tested increases and may not be cost-efficient. A common two-stage method may be a reasonable and powerful approach for detecting interacting genes using all samples in both two stages. In this study, we introduce an alternative two-stage method, in which some promising markers are selected using a proportion of samples in the first stage and interactions are then tested using the remaining samples in the second stage. This two-stage method is called mixed two-stage method. We then investigate the power of both one-stage method and mixed two-stage method to detect interacting disease loci for a range of two-locus epistatic models in a case-control study design. Our results suggest that mixed two-stage method may be more powerful than one-stage method if we choose about 30% of samples for single-locus tests in the first stage, and identify less than and equal to 1% of markers for follow-up interaction tests. In addition, we compare both two-stage methods and find that our two-stage method will lose power because we only use part of samples in both two stages.